
Painting Nature with Nozzles

Here is a walk-through of techniques use to create “Jungle” on the Garden Hose web site.  It’s a step by step tutorial
that takes about 30 minutes to complete.  Variations and extensions of these techniques can also be found on the
Garden Hose FAQ page (www.GardenHose.com).  Please keep in mind you’re not limited to the techniques mentioned
here.  Try out new and different approaches.  Send me an email is you discover something cool.

The tutorial is written for PainterTM 4 rather than PainterTM 5.  Because substantial differences exist between the two
applications, beginners using PainterTM 5 may find the differences confusing and the instructions daunting.  Don’t

despair, I’ve included alternatives where differences exist. 

Step 1. Is dinner ready?

Prep work, yuck.  But, ya gotta do it  So, start with an image
450 X 450 pixels.  Since we’ll be working with jungle type foliage
at ground level, let’s select a dark green Paper Color.  Use 63,
49, 3 on the HSV scale.

Okay, load the Medium Groups nozzle (see Demofilz).  Now
choose the Medium Random Linear Image HoseTM brush.  Check
the Add to Mask checkbox on the Nozzle palette, then select
the Brush tool.  Are you still with me?  Good.

Next, go to the Color palette and click on the secondary or
background color (that little swatch to the left below the
wheel).  Hold the Cmd (Mac) Cntrl (Win) key down.  Notice that

the cursor changes to the Eyedropper tool.  Use it to sample the paper color in the image.  Okay, you’ve just changed
the secondary color to match your paper color.  (Why?  Because the Grain control uses secondary color.  I’ll show you
in a minute.)  Now go to the Brush Controls palette and move the Opacity slider to 50%.  Set the Grain slider to 25%.  

So let’s paint already.  



Step 2.  Everyone makes mistakes

La de da, I apply some brief strokes along the left, right and bottom edges.  YIKES!!!  I forgot.  Those darned groups
come out really fast.  Already a mistake.  Now what?

IMPORTANT!  Here’s how to fix nozzle mistakes when using nozzles and Add to Mask.  Select All (Cmd + A or Cntrl + A)
and Delete.  Simple, the leaves are gone.  But wait, there’s more.  Remember, we’re using Add to Mask.  Every time we

apply the nozzle, we add masks.  Since we’re
going to use those masks to make layers,
we simply can’t have left overs hanging
around messing us up.  I better explain.

I may have deleted the leaves, but if I turn
on the mask, you can see how the leaves’
mask is still present (LEFT).  Now if I applied
new leaves, those new masks would combine
with this one.  (That’s what Add to Mask
means.) Later, when I went to make a floater,
I’d get all this old empty stuff in my floater.  

The point is this.  You have to clear the mask
if you make a nozzle mistake.  It’s simple.
With the Brush tool selected, just do a
Cmd+U (Mac) or Cntrl+U (Win).  That clears
all masks.  

Painter 5 is different.  It doesn’t use nozzle
masks in quite the same way.  Instead, you
use Transparent Layers.  Then, with Add To
selected, you can paint directly onto the
Layer.  Because you already have a floater



you don’t need to clear masks or even do
Step 3 below.  You will have to delete and
make a new layer for every mistake, however.
You must also Fill the Transparent Layer
Mask with Black before painting.  Nozzle
shadows will not look right otherwise.

Step 3. Make me a floater please

That’s better.  So now I’m painting again.
I’ve even got some leaves the way I want.
To make them a floater, I turn on the
Marching Ants by selecting the icon on the
Paths palette (BELOW).  That makes the
mask a selection.  Select the Pointer tool 

(the finger).  Hold down the Option key
(Mac) and click inside the lines (RIGHT).  The
selection becomes a floater.  

After you’ve made your floater, be sure to clear the selection by clicking on the Clear button (LEFT).  Why?  Because
you’ve created a Mask Group selection (BOTTOM RIGHT).  It becomes one of those “leftovers” if you don’t.  

So now we have a leaves floater.  We’re not going to use it for a while so turn it off (shut the eye and deselect it).
Notice how the image is still present?  That’s because we used the Option+Click key combination to convert the Mask
Group selection to a floater.  Using that technique leaves the original image in place.  



Step 4.  Anyone for seconds

Select the Brush tool again and move the
Brush Opacity slider up to 75% and the
Grain Slider up to 50%.  Apply some more
leaves.  When you’re done, make these new
leaves a floater too.  

Now, clear the selection, turn off the
floater and deselect it.  Done.  Floater two
is in place.  

Select the Brush tool again.  Move the
Opacity slider to 100% and the Grain
Slider to 75%.  Get the idea?  As the
leaves move closer, they become brighter
and more opaque.  Now paint some more.
When you’re done, repeat the same
procedure as before.  

When you’ve moved the brush Opacity and
Grain slider up to 100%, you’re about to
paint to front leaves.  Use a Seurat
approach.  Touch the pen tip where you
want some leaves to go.  Remember, we’re painting with groups of leaves and we want to be able to see background
leaves through gaps in the foreground leaves.  That’s one of the ways Garden Hose painting becomes so powerful.  

After converting this last application to a floater, you should have a total of 4 floaters (ABOVE).  Remember, If you
don’t like one of the floaters, delete it and paint a new one.  And if you forget to replace the the Brush Opacity and
Grain sliders, who cares?  Once you make a new floater, you can always lower its opacity or make it darker using
Adjust Colors.  (It’s not exactly the same, but very close.)



Step 5.  Lights, camera, action

Okay, here’s where it gets tricky.  First, clear the background.  (Deselect the all floaters.  Click on the Brush tool and
do a Select All (Cmd+A or Cntrl+A) and Delete).  STOP!!!  Make sure your floaters are still there.  If they’re not, do an
Undo quick.  Remember, if you do a Select All and Delete with the Pointer tool on, you delete all your floaters.  

So, now we have a blank canvas with 4 floaters.  We
can make those floaters interact anyway we want.
We can add lighting (LEFT).  We can change color
information.   We can even change focal length by
softening the focus.  You name it.  And, you can do
it differently to each floater.  

For starters, let’s add some lighting effects.
There’s no set method, but try working from the
back forward.  Select the bottom floater and apply
Bamboo Shafts (load the Demo Lights library you
downloaded).  When you get to the top two layers,
use Random Spots to get that dappled light look.
(Note:  You change the Ambient slider to darken or
lighten surrounding areas.)

Hmmm.  After looking at the newly lit image, the
second layer seems too prominent.  Lessen the
opacity of the floater making it 86%.  The top layer
is a bit too bright also.  Adjust Color to darken
and desaturate (LEFT).  That seems to bring
things a little more in balance.  There’s still
something missing though.  Oh, I know, there’s no
atmosphere.  It is a hot, steamy jungle after all.



Step 6. Needs more hot sauce 

Ever notice how atmosphere seems to
desaturate color over distance,
especially when there’s light and haze?
Well here’s how to duplicate that effect.

Turn Off and Deselect all the floaters.
Select the Brush tool.  Do a Select All.
Change to the Pointer tool and Option +
Click.  You just made a floater of the
background image. 

NOTE: If you turn on the other floaters,
you won’t be able to see them cause
new floaters move to the top and this
new one covers the whole image.  Turn
this top floater off and on and you’ll
see your leaves are still there.

Now, go to the Gradient palette and
load the Jungle Gradient library you
downloaded.  Select the Two-Point
Shaft and choose the Bucket fill tool.
With the Bucket tool selected, go to the
Controls palette and select Mask as “What to Fill” and Gradation as “Fill With” (ABOVE).  Click the Bucket tool in the
new floater to apply.  (Painter 5:  Filling Layer Masks with these gradations should produce the similar results.)

Hey, the leaves reappeared but now they’re darker and there’s a big black stripe through the middle (ABOVE).  That’s
because the Gradient fill just erased some of the floater’s mask.  The part that didn’t get erased has the black stripe.
We’ll use this stripe and a regular Color Fill to make our ray of light.  



Select a light yellow foreground color on the Color palette.
Pull down the Fill menu and fill the floater with Current
Color (LEFT).  What you’re doing is making that black
stripe yellow.  Use the opacity slider to adjust the amount.
(Note:  You can also use change the floater’s opacity)

Once that’s done, you may want to change the beam.  If
it’s too big or too wide, simply apply the Bucket Fill again
making sure you’re filling the Mask with a Black and White
Gradation.  Once you’ve got what you like, use the Two-
Point Diffuse gradient and the Bucket tool to make the
beam fall directly onto the leaves.  If you want, you can
rotate the Diffuse gradient 180 degrees and apply it again.
That makes the beam appear within the image rather than
starting from off the edge.

With the new light, those front two boughs don’t stand
out enough.  We’ll use drop shadows to fix that.  Use a
setting of -10 X 20 at 50% with a 5 pixel feather and apply
them to both.  Hmmm.  The second background shadow is
too dark.  Lower its opacity to 35%.  Good.  

It’s almost there.  It still needs more atmosphere though.  I want to feel that humidity.  Make another floater out of
the background.  (Remember?  Turn off and deselect the floaters.  Select the Brush tool.  Do a “Select All”.  Select the
Pointer tool and Option + Click).   

Okay, now select the Cameo Circle gradient and Fill the Mask with the Gradation using the Bucket tool.  Once again,
we’ve made the floater’s mask a semi-transparent gradient.  Fill this floater with Color using a much darker, greyish
yellow light.  More grey, more steamy.  When that’s done, move the floater down the list so it’s behind the front leaves.
Now it’s getting thick and sticky.  

One last trick and it’s about drama.  If one ray of divine light is good, two might be even better.



Step 7, The lathe of heaven

Copy and paste the top “light beam” floater (or do an Option + click with the Pointer tool).  Okay, now move the copy
over to the right and up a bit.  Got it?  Good.  Use the Two-Point Diffuse gradient to get rid of any bottom edge line.
Go up to the Edit menu and select Free Transform.  Next, go to Set Transform and type 9.5 in the Rotate box.  Choose
the Clean radio button and Enter.  Now select Commit Transform.  

Wow!  Way cool.  Two rays and from a
convergent source no less.

You can go on an on with lighting and
gradient atmospheres.  For example, we
didn’t even touch upon textured masking
brushes.  We’ll save that for another time.  

Okay, one last thing.  Group the floaters
and Collapse.  Done?  There’s no going back
now.  Take the Rembrandt Circle gradient
and using the Bucket tool, fill the floater
Mask with the Gradation.  For more drama,
try filling it again using the Two-Point
Shaft this time.  Now Adjust Color to
taste (desaturate and lighten a little).
Sharpen to 1 pixel at 40 X 40 and guess
what, you’re done.  

Not bad, eh?  Eat your heart out Frederick
Church :-)  Don’t forget step 8...



Serve with fave beans and a nice chianti.
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